Perfectly Effortless Programs:
Activity Overview

Geocaching

The purpose of this packet is to provide information about the exciting hobby of geocaching. For Girl Scout
Juniors and older, it expands further on the Junior Geocaching badge. For older girls who are interested in
this fun activity, it has the information you need to get started. You will need to supply your own “tech” and at
least one adult member of your group needs to sign up for a free account at www.geocaching.com.

What is geocaching?

Geocaching is an activity that involves hunting for hidden things using GPS coordinates. You can use a dedicated GPS or a smartphone. Each physical cache has a paper log to sign, and can include other things such
as SWAG or trackables. Geocachers use a website (there are others, but the most popular and extensive is
www.geocaching.com) to look up information about a cache before searching for it. Besides signing the
physical log, they also log their finds online.

Where does that word come from?

The basis of the word is from the French “cache,” which basically means storing things. You might have seen
the word in connection with computer storage or heard about it when studying the fur-traders and explorers
in early American history. It is pronounced “cash”.

What is the history of geocaching?

Geocaching has roots in letterboxing. In 1854, a man hid a jar with stamped postcards in Dartmoor, England
and asked whoever found it to mail the card to him. That was the beginning of “letterboxing,” which involves
hunting for hidden boxes that contain logbooks and rubberstamps. There are over 20,000 letterboxes in the
United States.
Geocaching is much younger, but more widespread. It began in May 2000, when the government removed
“selective availability” from the GPS system. GPS stands for Global Positioning System and uses satellites.
It was made available for civilian use on May 2. The first cache was hidden the next day, and by May 6 it had
been found twice. There are now millions of geocaches placed worldwide.

Who hides them?

Other, more experienced cachers. Anyone with a free membership on geocaching.com can place and list a
cache, although this should really be done only by those with several finds under their belt, and who plan to
stick around and maintain their caches.

What is a geocaching handle or name?

When you create an account, you choose a nickname to sign on the cache logs. You are free to create a
“team” name, so you could create one for your troop.
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What should we watch out for?

This is an “at your own risk” activity. Whatever could happen while you’re out hiking could happen when you
are geocaching. You could fall, get poison ivy, get stung, get cut, etc. Don’t do something dangerous just to
get a cache. If you think it is dangerous, step back and go for another. Be aware of your surroundings. There
is a geocaching t-shirt and bumper sticker design that shows a geocacher staring at their GPS as they walk
right over the edge of a cliff. You might not be near a cliff, but there might be a curb or a pothole to step in.
Some caches are simply not appropriate for all cachers. Caches near a busy street or a high bluff might not
be the best choice if you are easily distracted or lose your balance. Some caches are camouflaged to look
like electrical equipment. Never touch anything like that without an adult’s permission. You should not have
to dig to find a cache, and you should respect the environment, whether man-made or natural. All caches
are supposed to have permission of the land-owner before being placed, but you will find caches occasionally that slipped by the reviewers and were allowed in the database without land-owner approval. If you have
any doubt about your ability to get the cache safely, skip it and choose another cache to seek.

Why is that geocacher talking about muggles? Should I look for Harry Potter
to appear next?
If you have ever read or watched Harry Potter, you probably
recognize the word “muggle,” meaning non-magical
people. Early geocachers started using this word
as slang for people who don’t geocache. You don’t
want to be seen by muggles while searching
for a cache, because they might think you are
hurting something or hiding something
dangerous. Or they might come over and find
the cache after you leave and destroy it. Use
your stealthy side to avoid being seen
by muggles. Taking pictures or stopping to
“talk” on your phone are good cover activities,
if someone is walking by. Sometimes, you can’t
go after a cache because muggles are sitting there
having a picnic close by. Just leave that one and come back
another time.

What are “GPS coordinates”?

If you have a globe, it might help to pull it out for this section. Do you remember
what those lines dividing the earth are called? The ones that go around the
earth parallel to the equator are called latitude, and the ones that circle
the earth the other way are called longitude. Any point on earth can be
pinpointed by its latitude and longitude. As you go further away from
the equator, the degrees latitude increase. However, one degree of latitude
covers approximately 69 miles. That’s a pretty big area. So the numbers to
pinpoint an exact location have additional digits.
There is a cache placed on the grounds of the state capitol in Jefferson City. The coordinates
for it are N 38° 34.793 W 092° 10.324. The additional numbers are referred to as hours and
minutes. In this example, the cache is 38 degrees, 34 hours and 793 minutes north of the
equator. There are other formats for coordinates, but this is the format used by geocachers.
All of the area covered by GSMH is between 35-39 degrees North. As you go east or west
from the Prime Meridian, the degrees longitude change. All of the area covered by GSMH
is between 089-095 degrees West.
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Activities

The five steps of the Junior Geocaching badge involve:
• Preparing for your adventure
• Learning to use a GPS receiver
• Making a trade item
• Going on a geocaching adventure
• Taking part in a travel-bug’s travels
This is a great way to divide up learning about geocaching, so we will use
that general model here and expand on it.

1. Learn About Caching

The first step preparing for your adventure involves learning about the activity itself by going to
geocaching.com, having a geocacher talk to you about her activities, or attending a geocaching event. For
older girls working on this PEP, this packet includes a lot of the information you would get either talking to a
cacher or while visiting the website. However, you might wish to do one of those things also. Especially going
to the website! Go through this packet including the “terms” before you head out caching.

2. Learning to Use GPS

Learning to use a GPS receiver is a bit more tricky to do in a packet form. Why? Because like all technology,
each brand and model are different. And there are apps for many smartphones, but each is different.
If you have a car GPS, it can be used, but it is not ideal. Hunters and hikers often have a handheld GPS, and
these are better. Some handheld GPS devices are designed specifically for geocachers. If you find you enjoy
the game of geocaching and are interested in purchasing a GPS, one of the best features to look for is “paperless geocaching.”
If you are using smartphones, different brands of phones have different apps available. There are apps other
than the “official” ones that many geocachers use and love. Sometimes there is a free and a paid version.
The free iPhone app from geocaching.com will allow you to find only easier caches and only a few near you.
The paid version of some apps can run about $10, which is expensive for an app, but much cheaper than a
dedicated GPS.
Some technology will have you follow a dot on a map. Others will show your GPS coordinates. It’s pretty simple to figure out how to watch a moving dot on a map, but what if you only have numbers? In that case, it will
help to look at the map associated with the cache listing on the website to see a general area and find out
where to park near the cache. Do you remember the earlier example about the cache at the state capitol in
Jefferson City? The coordinates for it were N 38° 34.793 W 092° 10.324. The numbers are degrees, hours,
and minutes. Once you have arrived at your closest parking to a cache, you are really looking at the ENDS
of your coordinates. By the time you have parked near the cache, your first numbers are usually right. The
final numbers (the minutes) are where the detail is, and are what will get you to the spot where you need to
search. If you just have coordinates to watch, it can be like a giant game of hot/cold. Watch the numbers on
your GPS increase or decrease as you walk. Is your target coordinate number larger or smaller than where
you are? Which direction should you go?
Once you have gotten to where your coordinates take you, look around. Remember, you are using satellites.
Sometimes atmospheric conditions, large amounts of metal or heavy tree cover can affect your satellite
readings. Those coordinates may take you right to a tree where the cache is in a knothole; or you might end
up 20 feet away. If there is a clue with the cache page, or information in the cache description that might help
you find the cache, use it to help you at this stage.
If you have not done the Junior Geocaching badge, it is suggested for you to use your GPS or smartphone to
find a practice spot or two near your meeting place before you go out after “real” caches.
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3. SWAG

The third step of the Junior badge, making a trade item, focuses on the SWAG aspect of geocaching. What is
SWAG? Some say it stands for “Stuff We All Get.” Caches that are large enough usually contain a selection of
various trinkets and toys. If you find a cache with swag inside and you see something you would like to have,
simply trade for it with an item you have brought with you.
Some rules of thumb include no food or candy (animals try to chew into the container to get to it), keep it
small child appropriate (no lighters, knives etc), and nothing that will change with the weather conditions.
Many cachers place those small bottles of bubbles from the party favor section in caches, but those can
freeze and burst in cold weather, and then everything else is soaked when it warms back up. When picking
out toys to carry as a trade item, take a little time to think about it. Are you going to want to put toy vampire
teeth in your mouth when you don’t know who else has handled them? Or a whistle that some stranger might
have blown? If you don’t think you would want to take it, don’t place it. Also, it is considered nice to trade “as
nice or better.”
If you are not working on the Junior badge, you should make, find or purchase some small items to be your
items to trade with.

4. Go Caching!

Going on a geocaching adventure is the fun part of this PEP. Search geocaching.com for a geocache or two
to go after. Each cache is labeled with 1 to 5 stars for both difficulty and terrain. Start on the lower end, with a
difficulty/terrain combination no higher than 2/2, and then work your way up. Geocaching.com has started
to also label some caches as “beginner” caches. These are good ones to go for. Geocaches can be hidden
in store parking lots or on long nature trails. Be sure to read the description of the cache you are going for to
prepare yourself.
For first caches, parks that aren’t crowded and short trails are good choices. Caches that are in parking lots
or near a lot of shops can be crowded with a lot of non-cachers (muggles) in the area, and it’s easier to get
used to it somewhere less crowded. Believe it or not, a lot of caches are hidden around
the edges or in landscaping at cemeteries and these make excellent
places to search without a crowd around. Of course, you have to be
respectful and not search if a funeral is going on or if people are
visiting a grave!
Traditional caches and multi-caches are the main type
of caches you will go after, but maybe you would like to
try something a little more unusual such as an earthcache.
See the listing of types of caches included in this packet
for more information.

5. Trackables

The final stage in the Junior Geocaching badge is to take
part in a trackable’s travels. You might think the final
stage should be to hide a geocache, but that is not
something you should do unless you plan to maintain
it for years. But a trackable is much easier for someone
new to the game. Trackables come in several different
types—geocoins, travelbugs and cachekins are some types.
Geocoins are more expensive. Because of this, they
tend to be kept by their owners and not actually sent
cache to cache.
Travelbugs and Cachekins are brands of small items
with a code on them that are trackable at geocaching.com.
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The term travelbug or bug is often said by cachers even
when they mean other trackables—much like many people say “Kleenex” instead of “tissue.” You can purchase a trackable and send it on it’s way with a fun goal like “I want to go to New York City” or “I want to go to
caches near water.” When exchanging swag, be sure to check that you don’t take and keep a trackable instead. They should have a code of letter/numbers engraved on them. Many trackables look like military “dog
tags” or keychains. Often these tags are attached to some small item.
If you find a trackable and choose to move it to another cache, you need to log both the taking and leaving
of it on geocaching.com. Trackables are FUN to watch move from cache to cache, but they go missing a lot.
Sending a trackable out is a lot more reliable than the old “put a note in a bottle and throw it in the ocean”
activity, but at some point in their travels, they almost always disappear.
If you would like to look up a travel bug and see where it has been, the following travel-bugs
have been released by GSMH girls. One of these was carried by a group of our girls to England
and placed in a cache outside of Pax Lodge, one of the four WAGGGS World Centres.
• AD1G0E
• ACPPQX
• MTEAK4

Cache Types

• Traditional: The basic cache type, a traditional cache must include a log book of some sort. It may or may
not include trade or traceable items. A traditional cache is distinguished from other cache variations in that
the geocache is found at the coordinates given and involves only one stage.
• Multi-cache: This variation consists of multiple discoveries of one or more intermediate points containing
the coordinates for the next stage; the final stage contains the log book and trade items.
• Mystery/puzzle: This cache requires one to discover information or solve a puzzle to find the cache. Some
mystery caches provide a false set of coordinates with a puzzle that must be solved to determine the final
cache location. In other cases, the given location is accurate, but the name of the location or other features
are themselves a puzzle leading to the final cache. Alternatively, additional information is necessary to complete the find, such as a padlock combination to access the cache. Sometimes they are part of a challenge
such as finding a cache in every county in the state before going for the final cache.
• Night Cache: These multi-stage caches are designed to be found at night and generally involve following a
series of reflectors with a flashlight to the final cache location.
• Letterbox Hybrid: A letterbox hybrid cache is a combination of a geocache and a letterbox in the same
container. A letterbox has a rubber stamp and a logbook instead of tradable items. Letterboxers carry their
own stamp with them, to stamp the letterbox’s log book and inversely stamp their personal log book with the
letterbox stamp. The hybrid cache contains the important materials for this and may or may not include
trade items. Whether the letterbox hybrid contains trade items is up to the owner.
• Virtual: Caches of this nature are coordinates for a location that does not contain the traditional box, log
book, or trade items. Instead, the location contains some other described object. Validation for finding a
virtual cache generally requires you to email the cache hider with information such as a date or a name on a
plaque, or to post a picture of yourself at the site with GPS receiver in hand.
• Earthcache: A type of virtual-cache which is supervised by the Geological Society of America. The cacher
usually has to perform a task which teaches him/her an educational lesson about the earth science of the
cache area.
• Event Cache: This is a gathering organized and attended by geocachers. These include Cache-In TrashOut (CITO) Events, which are a coordinated activity of trash pickup and other maintenance to improve the
environment.
• Other types: There are other seldom seen cache types, including GPS Adventures Maze Exhibit, Wherigos
and Webcams.
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Terms

• Ammo Can — Often found in the woods as a cache container. Purchased
at military surplus stores.
• BYOP — (Bring Your Own Pen/Pencil) The cache in question lacks a writing
device for the logbook.
• Cache/Geocache — A box or container that contains, at the very least, a logbook.
• CITO — (Cache In Trash Out) and refers to picking up trash on the hunt.
• CO — (Cache Owner) The person who is responsible for maintaining a cache, usually the person who hid it.
• Difficulty/Terrain — Each cache is rated 1-5 stars on difficulty and 1-5 stars on terrain (is the hike long or
difficult, or do you have to canoe to it)
• DNF — (Did Not Find) Did not find the cache container being searched for.
• FTF — (First To Find) The first person to find a cache container.
• Geosense — Something experienced cachers develop —where they think of likely hiding places and look for
stuff out of place. You often see logs where someone writes that their coordinates were off, but they used
their geosense to find the cache.
• Geoswag/Swag (stuff we all get) — The items that can be found in some larger caches. No FOOD, and keep
it safe for little kids.
• Geotrail — a path beaten into the plantgrowth in area of cache. Can often give you a clue as to where to find
cache if it is “just off the trail.”
• GPS Coordinates — are based on Latitude and Longitude, in degrees, hours, minutes. This part of the world
will have “N” and “W” coordinates. Usually, it is the last three numbers you are really watching at GZ.
• GZ — (Ground Zero or Geo-zone) refers to the general area in which a cache is hidden.
• Muggle —A non-geocacher.
• Muggled - Being caught by a non-geocacher while retrieving/replacing a cache; also, a muggled cache has
been removed or vandalized by a non-geocacher, usually out of misunderstanding or lack of knowledge.
• Nano — a TEENY tiny cache. It is not an officially designated size at geocaching.com, but these magnetic
containers are about the size of those erasers you can add to the end of your pencil.
• Park and Grab — Caches where you can park near the cache site and find within minutes.
• Premium Membership — Membership at geocaching.com is free, but paid “premium members” get extra
features. Some geocaches are set to only be available to premium members. Often these are in someone’s
yard and they want to limit the searchers to serious geocachers.
• Smiley — A cache find. Refers to the “smiley-face” icon attached to “Found It” logs on some listing sites.
• TFTC — (Thanks For The Cache) This is often used at the end of logs to thank the cache owner.
• Urban/Rural — Caches can be in parking lots or at the end of long hikes.
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